
Digital transformation and the future:  
balancing technology and humanity 



Now 

We are at the take-off point of exponential technological change 
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Now 

To keep expecting linear change is becoming increasingly dangerous



Exponential i.e.’gradually then suddenly’ is the new normal



The future is no longer just an extension of the present



Transformation ≠ Innovation  |  It is the Framework that changes not just the picture!



We must check our assumptions about what is possible -  
Science fiction is increasingly becoming science fact



We must check our assumptions about what is possible -  
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We must check our assumptions about what is possible -  
Science fiction is increasingly becoming science fact



Practice hybrid thinking: what is today  

and what might be tomorrow 



…what might be tomorrow 



Your ability to think 'from the future' as opposed to ‘about the future’ determines success or irrelevance 



Digitization   
Mobilisation   
Personalisation 
Datafication 
Cognification 
Automation 
Anticipation 
Augmentation 
Disintermediation  
Platformization 
Virtualization 
Robotization

The Megashifts  
represent huge opportunities  

but will also result in exponential 
challenges to many things that 

actually make us human



Artificial intelligence is the new electricity



(Wo)Man☯ Machine: Years not Decades









Yet we are far away from machines ‘thinking’ like we do*



Cognition is embodied: we think with the body not the brain
(Daniel Kahnemann)

@gleonhard via IBM Personality Insights 



Algorithms Androrithms“Whatever is very 

simple for a human 

is very hard for a  

computer, and 

whatever is very 

hard for a human is 

simple for a 

computer”  
(riffing off Hans Moravec)







We may soon forget what it was like before you 
could talk to computers and ‘intelligent’ machines



But how far should we take this?



Augmentation     Automation     Abdication ?



60% 30% 10%

      10%                  40%                       50%
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Technology is morally neutral - until we apply it 
Welcome to the age of ‘digital ethics’!



What should (not) be automated ?

"Ethics is knowing the difference between what you have a 

right (or the power) to do, and what is the right thing to do"  
Adapted from Potter Stewart



Anything that can be digitised, datafied, automated or robotised will be…

but anything that cannot…will become extremely valuable!



Don’t just become exponentially smarter, faster or more efficient - 

strive for being exponentially human



Transformation is not just a technological challenge



The biggest danger is not that machines will take 
over but that we may become too much like them!



Technology is exponential 
but humans are linear *



Digitization   
Mobilisation   
Personalisation 
Datafication 
Cognification 
Automation 
Anticipation 
Augmentation 
Disintermediation  
Platformization 
Virtualization 
Robotization

Humanity with, and on top of technology 



Connectivity 
• Networks 
• Sensors  
• Big Data

Intelligence 
• Intellectual 
• Emotional 
• Social  
• Artificial

Androrithms 
• Humanity 
• Values 
• Ethics 
• Purpose



Embrace technology 
- but don’t become it



“The Future 
belongs to those 

that can hear  
it coming” 

David Bowie 



Thanks for your time and attention!
Download these slides at futuristgerd.com


